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Executive summary
Business travel is a branch of the tourism industry focusing on visitors who travel for business and

professional purposes. According to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), the share of GDP

generated by the business travel market reached 0.7 percent in 2019. In that year, the business tourism
spending worldwide - which has more than doubled since 2000 - peaked at roughly 1.28 trillion U.S.

dollars. Corporations use a wide variety of ways to book from legacy booking systems to using regular

consumer websites. It has given rise to modern Corporate Booking Platforms that are specifically made
for this purpose, based on this trend we identified an enormous opportunity for a crypto company to
jump on this trend and be able to have an extremely disruptive and superior go to market strategy.

TripLeverage is a Business Travel platform where you can book a business trip and earn tokens in

the process. With our reward program we will drive employees and business owners to sign up their

business by rewarding them for each booking made while also benefiting the TripLeverage community
as 100% of the net-revenue is used to buy and burn tokens from the market.

TripLeverage aims to bring to the business travelers a new concept of travel providing a better

and a more secure experience and for the companies we work with, a refined and improved travel

management using our strategic partner TravelPerk technology to deliver the worlds largest amount
of flights, accommodations and transportation options available in the market along with the best
customer service for every customer, everyday, at anytime, all year along.

All our services are completely free for businesses to use, they can sign-up for free and only pay when
they actually book a trip. When using TripLeverage you get the exclusive benefit of getting back 1% of

all money spent on trips (bought from the market) in tokens. Another 1% is used to buy and burn tokens
from the market, increasing the value of the token for all token holders long term. This 2% is the total
revenue TripLeverage makes on each booking.

100% of our existing customer base net-revenue will be used to buy and burn TripLeverage Tokens from
the market, therefore there will be a natural buying pressure on the token from day 1.

TripLeverage is being incubated by BitBook, next to ensuring safety it makes it possible to do a Fair

Launch Initial Liquidity Offering on Unicrypt.network. After ILO completion 100% of the max supply is going

to be the circulating supply, as we do not have any private sale, angels, seed or team tokens of any kind,
the ILO will be a fair launch that is unmatched in the market.
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Business Travel
Business travel spendings were above $1.4 trillion in 2018, summarising 21.4% of the travel and

hospitality sector globally. Only 12% of an airline’s passengers are business travelers, however, they
represent 75% of the total profit of an airline.

The United States and China are the two biggest travel and tourism economies in the world,
comprising more than half of the total business travel globally.

Business travel aims to expand businesses’ activities and maximise its profits. It can be defined as
international and domestic travel with the purpose of attending business related meetings and
activities.

The End of old fashioned, brick-and-mortar travel agencies in the market for about 20 years has

been predicted for years. Tens of back and forth emails, endless list of flight and hotel options, high
fees, time-consuming activities where everything was centralised in one single travel agent are
only a few examples.

Nowadays, business travellers’ behaviour has shifted, travellers have become tech-savvy and

more autonomous than ever. The technology allows travellers to make better decisions thus,
resulting in greater travel options and higher cost savings.

The importance of corporate travel to the travel industry and for businesses is unquestionable, it
plays a key role in the economic growth of new and existing industries.

COVID-19 and Business Travel
Although COVID-19 has heavily impacted the travel industry , business travel has been growing

faster than worldwide GDP, despite the spread of online tools as a means of business interactions .
With limited options for travel, many businesses have adopted a remote approach during the

pandemic, in order to limit the spread of the virus. However, a study carried out by the Harvard

Kennedy School shows the so called “moving of brains” (used to describe the business travellers)

if compared to the “moving of informations” (business done via online tools) benefits the world in
such a way that if business travel was to be shut down it would in all probability entail a doubledigit loss in GDP worldwide

During the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, the industry was heavily affected and
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experienced a 52% decline however, with
the picked up speed of the vaccines, the

industry is expected to rise to $1.4 trillion by
the end of 2024.(Reuters, 2021)

A survey carried out by the European

Travel Commission shows that the sector
of business travel will fully recover from

2024 onwards, reaching the same levels
of 2019 since human interaction is still a
key element of business and cannot be

replaced by the digital alternatives adopted
during the spread of the virus .

In order to ensure the Duty of care is met and reduce the stress levels of travellers, TripLeverage

customers will have access to updated restrictions and local guidelines per destination at all times.

Admin and travel managers will also receive updates about COVID-19 and how it may affect a given
trip..
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The opportunity
Business travel is a key factor for any business and the trends in the sector indicate that face-to-

face interactions will not be substituted by online meetings supported by 91.3% of business travelers
who affirms that business travel is crucial to company growth.

More and more, business travellers are looking to make their business travel more enjoyable,
combining leisure and business trips in one at least every quarter.
40% of the millennials travellers are now occupying

higher positions in the workforce, we can also see that
these travellers are eager to explore destination in

new ways such as a home-like accomodation, small

hotels, always prioritising comfort and new experiences,
combining business travel and leisure, extending their
trips to explore the surroundings.

39% of Gen Z and Millennials in the workforce would

not accept a job that doesn’t let them travel. (Source
TripActions)

The emerging technologies have impacted the daily

lives of travellers globally. Flexibility and facilitation of

the process are key for adoption and millennials prefer

to self-booking their trips, according to their preference,
however, being able to rely on human support when
facing an issue .

Corporate travel has evolved and TripLeverage finds

in this statement an opportunity to introduce new ways of handling business travel by giving

employees the freedom and flexibility they need, without losing control over costs using technology
that makes this process easier and more reliable.

The creation of TripLeverage token allow us to reach a greater number of business travellers to be
benefited by a smooth travel experience and to tackle the issues faced by them in the process as
well as improve travel policy compliance and cost management

The number of issues a business traveller may face during a trip is uncountable ( luggage, visa and
passport issues, delayed flight, etc) which can affect in great proportion an important meeting
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which could be a company’s watershed.
For the business travellers: We aim to deliver an enhanced experience, where travellers can combine
corporate and leisure travel into a single experience by using a user-friendly tool available from
anywhere they are on their desktop or mobiles.

Travellers will be assisted 24h by actual people ready to tackle any issues the traveller may face in

their journey thus delivering a better experience, resulting in a more focused, worry-free and beneficial
business journey.

For the companies: Companies can benefit from a streamlined experience, centralized control,

comprehensive financial reports and an automated travel policy aligned to their travel program.
With the use of the technology, we can guarantee to all customers an extensive travel inventory,

securing for the travellers the access to all the options available in the market, having an unhindered

list of negotiated fares that are only available to our customers and also the fares available to general
consumers thus creating a more cost-effective process.

After a long research period, working along with professionals from different backgrounds in the travel
industry and business travellers, we have identified the main challenges for both, the travellers and

companies. For the business travellers, these challenges are usually connected to the uneasy booking
processes and the lack of efficient customer care. On the other hand, companies share the same
issues as business travellers in addition to unexpected fees.
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Introducing TripLeverage
TripLeverage is an Online Travel Agency and Business Travel
Advisory company that aims to support Small and medium

businesses globally focusing to enhance their business travel
experience and management by means of the world’s best
technology.

TripLeverage will make it possible for small and medium

businesses to tackle challenges in their business travel program,
working towards a stress-free business travel experience for the
travellers with the help of a reliable technology thus offering an

outstanding travelling experience for all the users all the way and
to ensure a smooth travel management for the admins.

Users will be able to plan their business travel in a single place and earn tokens in the process. Will
also be rewarded those who connect companies with TripLeverage, in order to further expand the

growing potential of the token. Company events such as conferences and meetings held in hotels
whereas the booking is done directly with TripLeverage, customers will have the option to use
TripLeverage token as means of payment.

How TripLeverage can save you money on corporate travel
- By reclaiming VAT— yes, we know, VAT. We’ve made it a breeze! Easily get back what’s yours.
- Travel policy compliant. Fully enforcing policies can save your company 20%! It’s really THAT easy
to save money.

- Book from the world’s largest inventory—more options help you make smarter choices. Oh, and
you’ll gain access to our negotiated prices as well.
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Why TripLeverage
Business travellers are becoming more tech-savvy thus, preferring to use more modern source

technologies. Corporate online booking tools (OBTs) provide a range of advantages for businesses,
helping companies and travel managers to administrate, monitor and ensure compliance of travel
policy guidelines, generating savings and to ensure a safer travel journey.

A business needs to invest in technologies that meet the needs of their workforce, prioritising an
easy and streamlined experience of direct booking

Time and money savings - OBTs have lower fees than the

ones incurred by travel agents. It provides all travel options
and cost management in only one place, reducing the
manual workload for both, the travellers and admins.

A Centralised solution - Book accommodation, flights and
cars and manage your business travel in a single place,

increasing the efficiency of your reporting system whereas
all your travel data is available in a single source, making
your travel program more valuable.

Everything on your fingertips - Full experience available

on your mobile. Book and manage your trip on the go, from
anywhere, on the go.
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Travel Policy compliance - Create and change your travel
policy according to your needs. Ensuring travellers are in

compliance with your travel guidelines, within the budget
limit selected for each department, a group or a single
person.

Detailed report analysis - Track a ll your travel records and
get guidance on your travel spendings.

Vision and Mission
Vision - To enable companies to grant to
business travellers the freedom and care they
need, without losing control.

Mission - Our mission is to enable travellers
to enjoy stress-free travel, relying on trustable

and efficient technology supported by humans,
ensuring customers that we genuinely care.
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TripLeverage Token
TripLeverage token aims to disrupt the current market, creating a reliable, efficient and a stress-free
travel experience for business travellers worldwide, aligned with a leading technology to make it all
possible.

Role
TripLeverage will be able to deliver a range of business travel services through the use of

technology, allowing travellers to book their own flight, accommodation and transportation through
a hassle-free, user-friendly booking tool . Furthermore, enabling companies to have a seamless
control over their travel program

Purpose
Tokens will be used to fuel the growth of TripLeverage thus allowing us to reward our community for
the following:

- Identifying and Referring potential customers.
- Giving back 50% net-revenue which is 1% of the booking amount to the referrer/business.
- Giving back 50% net-revenue which is 1% of the booking amount to the community by buying and
burning TripLeverage tokens.
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TripLeverage Services
TripLeverage is an Online Travel Agency focused on delivering value to our customer’s travel

process by helping our customers to ensure the well being of their business travellers all the way,

building trust and delivering information in real time. We rely on high end technology to make it all
possible for all customers.

TripLeverage customers will have access to 5 distinct services:
1. Flights
2. Accommodation
3. Cars
4. Trains
5. Business Events
Flights - Business travellers will have the ability to book their own flight using a friendly booking tool

by accessing an extensive travel inventory resulting in a decreasing in cost due to the high amount
of options made available for the traveller.

Accommodation - Travellers will have access to more than 8500 directly negotiated rates to
choose from.

Cars - Travellers will have the ability to rent a variety of cars anywhere they are.
Trains - Travellers will have access to a wide range of train providers across the globe
Business Events - Companies will have the ability to organise meeting and events through
TripLeverage concierge’s service and pay with TripLeverage tokens
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Incubated by BitBook
We are proud to be incubated by BitBook, providing
TripLeverage with the following:
•

Funding for creation of smart contract

•

Funding for auditing of smart contract

•

Funding for initial marketing and community

•

Guaranteeing KYC, Team doxxing and security for ensuring no scam/rugpull/honey pot or

•

Making it possible to do a proper Fair Launch

•

Access to the Crypto network of BitBook founders, giving us better Exchange listing chances,

•

0 Tokens will be given to BitBook members in any shape or form

•

Direct Marketing to the 10,000+ BitBook wallet holders and their 1,7 million crypto community

•

Direct Marketing as partner on the new BitBook website, driving new leads and new revenue

•

Strategic Partnership providing us future growth opportunities

•

Directly engaged BitBook community to instantly have a large audience

•

Advisory from previous KuCoin Exchange leaders who now run BitBook a large Travel crypto

building

other unfortunate things that we see often in Crypto

marketing opportunities etc

opportunities

company.
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BuyBack program
Of all current and future earning models, a buyback program of 100% of net revenue will be

dedicated to consistently stimulate the TripLeverage economy. Through this program tokens will be
burned, decreasing the total circulating supply and by doing that increasing the scarcity, resulting
in more value of the token.

Thanks to our completely diversified revenue streams. These will range from our income from any

business trip booking, partnerships and advertising. TripLeverage already has a steady net-monthly
revenue that will be used moving forward to buy and burn tokens.

Therefore, combining the transaction tax burn plus the BuyBack program will make the total
circulating supply deflate on a rapid basis.

We will run this program until 99% of all TripLeverage Tokens are taken out of circulation.
The existence of the BuyBack program in the TripLeverage Ecosystem is an indisputable advantage

of our project, as it allows us to provide a stable demand for tokens in the market, giving early token
holders a better perspective on growth and return on investment. Due to BuyBack, our token will
become extremely convenient for long term holding as our revenue will grow overtime.
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Reward Program
TripLeverage’s Reward Program aims to develop the relationship with our community and build

loyalty by incentivising and encouraging travellers and supporters to further promote and grow
TripLeverage’s community and customer database. The reward program will function in the
following way:

Identifying and Referring potential customers.
Referrers and the TLT community will be rewarded every time a customer does a booking.

A - Giving back 50% net-revenue which is 1% of the booking
amount to the referrer/business.

one percent of the spending of a referred customer (s) will be granted to
the person who referred that business.

E.g: John referred Company A - Company A travel spending is $1Million
yearly. John will receive $10,0000 in TLT tokens that year

B - Giving back 50% net-revenue which is 1% of the booking amount to the
community by buying and burning TripLeverage tokens.

one percent of the spending of all customers will be used to buy and burn
TripLeverage tokens.

E.g: TripLeverage has 100 customers - 100 customers spend $100 Million

yearly. There will be 1 million in USD value being bought from the market
on PancakeSwap that year.
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About our CEO
Juliana Passos - CEO TripLeverage
With over 10 years of experience in Supply Chain, Juliana worked in a

number of companies, aligned with different sectors of the company to
develop cost-effective strategies, developing a number of crucial skills

for Technical understanding, air freight processes, in land transportation,
project management, risk management, negotiation and more. She has
been working as a buyer getting the best prices for VPNresellers and

partnering with trustworthy suppliers for years and recently has helped in
the crypto space BitBook.

Juliana runs a successful Online Business Travel Agency with an existing revenue clientele. Due to

the disruptive go to market opportunity that Crypto provides, the company will now moving forward
to use 100% of the revenue to buy and burn tokens, incentivize the community to refer to their

company, and reward each business booking 50% to the referrer and 50% to the community as a
whole.

Message from Nick van der Kolk, CEO BitBook
“I have known Juliana for around 4 years now, she is a hard working,
trustworthy and customer first type of person that goes above and

beyond for her clients. In my previous role as VP Sales at TravelPerk,
she was known as the best performing partner and she lives up to

the high standards I personally like to see. We decided to Incubate
TripLeverage because we see the huge potential in the business
travel industry and the (in my opinion) superior business model

crypto provides. Combine that with the excellent leadership skills and

knowledge of Juliana, you have a recipe for success. The Market Cap at ILO is incredibly low for a

business that already has a solid revenue stream, combine that with a true Fair Launch you have
an incredible opportunity in front of you, of which I am certainly stepping into”.:
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Tokenomics
Fair Launch
TripLeverage ILO will be a fair launch, this
meanings the following:
•

No Private Sale, Seed Sale, or any other

•

No Discount for anyone, ensuring everyone

•

No Team tokens

•

No Advisor tokens

•

No Tokens for our Incubator BitBook

offering

can participate on equal footing

A decentralized Initial Liquidity Offering through Unicrypt.network where the total max supply is fully
owned by the community from the outset.

Static rewards
A common misconception with the heavy APY generated from Liquidity farms is the problem of

the impermanent loss from staking an LP (liquidity provider) in a farming reward generator. With
the explosion of DeFi we have seen too many people get sucked into a high APY LP-farming trap.
We have all seen it, those high reward promises that can be tempting to take high risk. However,

almost always the token suffers from the inevitable valuation bubble, which is then followed by the

burst and the impending collapse of the price. Solving this issue gave rise to projects like Safemoon,
who in turn inspired us to adopt the same principle of static rewards, also known as reflection, a
separate concept that seeks to eliminate the troubles caused by farming rewards.

Why Static?
Static rewards solve a host of problems. First, the reward amount is conditional upon the volume

of the token being traded. This mechanism aims to alleviate some of the downward sell pressure
put on the token caused by earlier adopters selling their tokens. Second, the reflect mechanism
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encourages holders to hang onto their tokens to get higher kick-backs which are based upon a
percentage carried out and dependent upon the total tokens held by the owner.

Manual Burns
Having burns controlled by the team and promoted based on achievements helps to keep the

community rewarded and informed. The conditions of the manual burn and the amounts can be
advertised and tracked. TripLeverage already has an existing revenue, which moving forward will

be 100% used to buy and burn TripLeverage tokens. TripLeverage aims to implement a burn strategy
that is beneficial and rewarding for those engaged for the long term. Furthermore, the total number
of TripLeverage Tokens burned is displayed on a public dashboard on the website which allows for
further transparency in identifying the current circulating supply at any given point of time.

Automatic Liquidity Pool (LP)
This is a function that acts as a two-fold beneficial implementation for holders. First, the contract
sucks up tokens from sellers and buyers alike, and adds them to the LP creating a solid price

floor. Second, the penalty acts as an arbitrage resistant mechanism that secures the volume of

TripLeverage Tokens as a reward for the holders. The added LP creates stability from the supplied
LP by adding the tax to the overall liquidity of the token, thus increasing the tokens overall LP and
supporting the price floor of the token. This is different from the burn function of other reflection
tokens which is only beneficial in the short term from the granted reduction of supply. As the

TripLeverage token LP increases, the price stability mirrors this function with the benefit of a solid

price floor and cushion for holders. The goal here is to prevent the larger dips when whales decide

to sell their tokens later in the game, which keeps the price from fluctuating as much as if there was
no automatic LP function. All of this is an effort to alleviate some of the troubles we have seen with
the current DeFi reflection tokens.

Token Sale Allocation:
50% - will be locked at minima one year to have a large liquidity pool guaranteed through Unicrypt
20% - will cover the initial marketing, smart contract audit and other general costs
20% - will be reserved for post ILO marketing campaigns
10% - will be applied to allow TripLeverage founders to have the infrastructure to further invest in
expanding services directly
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Token Symbol

TLT

Sale Start

TBD

Sale End

TBD

Circulating supply at end of IEO

120,000,000 TLT

Total max supply

120,000,000 TLT

Soft Cap

0.5 million USD

Hard Cap

1.2 million USD

Accepted Currencies

BNB

Unsold Token Burn
Any unsold tokens in the event that hard cap
is not reached will be burned automatically

guaranteed by the smart contract from Unicrypt.
network in a publicly verifiable way. This would
in that scenario immediately reduce the total

TripLeverage tokens supply and make it more

attractive for buyers considering. It is however our
expectation based on our market research and

social reach, that we will easily reach a hard cap

and have too much demand which is positive for
the token price post ILO.

Deflationary transaction tax
TripLeverage will have a deflationary transaction tax of 10%. This

tax also known as reflection is used instantly in the following way:
•

3% Reflected back to TLT holders proportionally to the token

•

2% Added and locked to the Liquidity Pool

•

2% Token Burn

•

1% Buy and burn BBT

•

1% Marketing Funding

•

1% Team salary

holder wallet size %
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Roadmap
Q2 May: TripLeverage Token concept created.
Q2 May: Establishing the purpose of the TripLeverage token project. Blockchain development
research, analysis and development of the project.  

Q2 June: Whitepaper is created and structured; Establishing the team of developers and other
crucial members.

Q3 August: Whitepaper is live; Launching ICO
Q4 New partnerships with hotels chains for conference rooms and events booking

2022
Q1: Upgrading to TripLeverage’s business travel booking engine to our own brand
Q2: Partnership with Corporate Credit card provider and integration
Q3: Partnership with Expense management system and integration
Q4: Creation of our own Mobile app, design & testing of mobile app
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